ESF report
A: The story
Project name:

Explore the Ohrid lake

Responsible
organization
and person(s):

Scout Group Pioneer – Ohrid Macedonia
The person should have realized this project leave scout organization and project team
leader took NikolcheKostoski.

Introduction to
the project:

With this project our group wants to introduce scouts to the coastal area and the
specific places and villages located.To be acquainted with the coast of Lake scout will
enhance their physical development, With this projects will be introduced children from
such places as scouts with the hope that they will one day be part of scout movement.

Objectives and
goals:

The goals of this project were to gain team spirit, to develop water activities in our
group, and to teach new children to rowing and use equipment for rowing to carry out
future activities that would help us to faster and professional performance of
obligations. Learning of the geographical position of the Ohrid coast is a visit to all the
places that the Ohrid Lake is at disposal and the use of all water equipment and its
application

To which extent
did we meet
objectives and
goals:

This project has led us to get to know one more advanced level at the same time
And use natural resources to help better master the water skills that you would not
expect on the following sailings on a lake or river.
Improve all the skills to manage a boat and safely achieve the goal by safely using the
entire equipment that the boat is equipped with. In order to find in the future new and
appropriate equipment for managing watercourses

What did we
learn from the
project:

From this project we have learned what the Ohrid coast is and where it is possible to
access a boat for safe execution of some of our activities, as well as proper use and
perfecting the equipment by the participants who were devoted all the time for
performing all the tasks.

B: Financial report in brief
Brief description
Income:

Own resources:
Other funding:
ESF funding:
Other income:

Expenses;

Administration:
Travel:
Materials spent:
Materials lasting:
Accommodation and
food for participants:
Trainers and
facilitators
accommodation:
Trainers and
facilitators travel:

Net result:

Paper, color for printer
Bus tickets and car fuel
Glue for boat
Boat, paddle, lifejacket
Food for scouts who be on course for
paddling (own resources)

Amount in EURO
120
/
340
/
20
60
40
220
100
/

/

We learned something new about the
Ohrid coast, our scouts learned to rowing
and applying boat management
equipment and perfecting some of their
skills. Our scout group received a boat for
performing the following trainings,
competitions, socializing and performing
some new projects.

